
“Many of life’s failures are people who did not realize how close
they were to success when they gave up.”

~ Thomas Edison

T homas Alva Edison was a prolific inventor. Undisputed
originator of the light bulb, phonograph, motion pictures,
dictation and mimeograph machines, the tattoo gun, the type-

writer and stock ticker, the alkaline battery, and arguably the inventor
of the electrical distribution system, he was granted over 1000 patents
over the course of a lifetime. Many of his technological advances are
still very much in use today.

He was a ferocious competitor as well and filled dozens of volumes
with lawsuits against other inventors for patent infringement. He was
also a workaholic of the highest water.

Edison was born in Milan, Ohio in 1847. He was the youngest of seven
children. By the time Edison was seven all of his siblings had married
and moved away, and he moved with his parents to the small Canadian
border town of Port Huron, Michigan. Aside from brief stints in school,
he was home-schooled and self-taught. He was a voracious reader.

Though the books of Horatio Alger did not first see publication until
Edison was twenty, his grit and determination paralleled that of the
self-made heroes of those famous books, and approximated the time
of their publication as well. By the time he was twelve Edison was
selling newspapers on the Grand Trunk Railroad, a commuter train
that daily ran the sixty miles between Detroit and Port Huron. He
opened two retail stands in Port Huron and hired kids to run them,
bringing produce, candy, books, newspapers and other stock with him
from Detroit daily.

During his early teenage years it became evident that he was losing
his hearing. Eventually he would sustain total deafness in one ear and
an 80% hearing loss in the other. Reported idiosyncrasies in his speech
patterns suggest that he may have had developmental anomalies as
well, but they never seemed to hold him back.

MOBILE PRINT SHOP

In 1862 when he was fifteen, Edison began typesetting and printing
his own newspaper in the baggage car of the train. He soon was selling
300 copies a day but the enterprise lasted only a short time. He acci-
dentally set the baggage car on fire with phosphorus. His railroad
career, and presumably his retail business, ended. Soon afterwards,
however, he was visiting a railroad depot in nearby Mt. Clemens. At
considerable risk to his own life he saved the three-year-old son of the

stationmaster from being run over by a rolling freight car. In gratitude,
the stationmaster took it upon himself to teach young Edison the craft
of telegraphy, a highly prized skill at the time. Edison learned the tech-
nology and Morse code, and within a year he was a telegraph operator.
He left his home in Port Huron to seek employment. He was sixteen.

Morse code was an arcane skill. There was a war, and information
was at a premium. Telegraphers were in the greatest demand. For the
next five years until he was twenty, Edison drifted through the
Midwest, working as a telegrapher wherever he landed. He also mas-
tered the equipment of telegraphy, and began experimenting with
improvements to the technology.

In 1868 he moved to the Boston area to become an inventor. He
worked at Western Union as a telegrapher and took classes at Boston
Tech, which was still less than a decade old. A few years later the
school would be renamed MIT. Edison soon filed his first patent appli-
cation. It was for an electrical vote tabulator. He was disappointed
when he found no takers for his invention. In 1869 he filed four more
patents, and in 1870, eight more. In 1871 he married 16-year-old Mary
Stilwell and founded a manufacturing company. It was a busy year. By
the end of 1873 he had filed eighty patents in all, most of them related
to improvements to telegraph equipment.

In the summer of 1877 Edison patented his quadruplex telegraph that
allowed as many as four telegraph signals to travel over the same wire.
He sold the idea to Western Union for $10,000, a fortune at the time.
After years of financial difficulty, this was his first clear success.

ONWARD AND UPWARD

In most cases Edison did not create the first prototype of a new tech-
nology. Sound had been recorded before. Electric light bulbs had been
demonstrated. But after his first failed patent, Edison became very
adept at improving technology in practical ways so as to make it sus-
tainable, repeatable, profitable business.

He applied for a patent for the Edison Speaking Phonograph on
December 24, 1877, at the age of thirty. Four months later he was
invited to the White House to demonstrate the amazing device for
President Rutherford Hayes. President Hayes and his wife stayed up
until 3:30 a.m. talking with Edison about the potential for his new
device. The phonograph was big news, and Edison had relocated from
Boston to Menlo Park, New Jersey several years before. Soon after his
speaking machine went on the market he became permanently known
as the “Wizard of Menlo Park.”
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THE MENLO PARK LAB

In Menlo Park Edison established his research laboratory. This is
regarded as one of his seminal developments; a ‘skunk works’ that
existed wholly for the purpose of developing new inventions. In 1878 he
patented the typewriter. In 1879 he publicly demonstrated his incandes-
cent lighting system for the first time. While a major breakthrough for
Edison was the creation of a light bulb filament that would last for many
hours without burning out, an entire electrical infrastructure needed
inventing too, including receptacles, an insulated wiring system, and a
system for generating and distributing electrical power. The capital
needed to build such an infrastructure was substantial. J.P. Morgan and
others invested. At this point the competition came to play a major role.
Earlier inventors filed patent suits, and competing inventors such as
George Westinghouse and Nicola Tesla had their own ideas about infra-
structure. The Edison Company would eventually prevail after an era of
political scandals, false starts and partial successes, leaving
Westinghouse to manufacture appliances and Tesla to die in poverty.

All the machinations of big business took their toll on Edison. And
then his wife died. Edison’s’ next major development wasn’t until
almost ten years later. In 1884 he proposed marriage to Mina Miller,
twenty years his junior, in Morse code. She accepted, also in Morse
code. In 1889 he patented a doll with a phonograph inside.

It was 1888 before he introduced the kinetoscope, the ‘peep-show’
precursor to motion pictures. He built a movie studio in Menlo Park.
Called the Black Maria because it slightly resembled a paddy wagon, it
was a building with a retractable roof, set on a turntable so that sunlight
could be directed into the filming area. The first copyrighted film,
“Fred Ott’s Sneeze,” is two seconds long.

After Edison’s death in 1931, his longtime friend Henry Ford
attempted to move the entire Menlo Park facility to Greenfield Village in
Dearborn, Michigan. The facility had fallen into severe disrepair though,
and Ford instead had a replica of the skunk works built on the grounds of
Greenfield Village where it can be seen today. Edison was not a lazy
man. Near his desk can be seen a wooden bench where he would take
twenty-minute catnaps during his frequent 24-hour workdays.  

Jim Rue writes about computers and conducts training and field service in
Orange County, CA.
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PRESCIENCE

"This tongueless, toothless instrument, without larynx or pharynx, mimics
your tones, speaks with your voice, utters your words and centuries after you
have crumbled into dust, may repeat ever idle thought, every fond fancy,
every vain word that you choose to whisper against the thin, iron diaphragm"

~ Thomas Alva Edison

I am astounded at the wonderful power you have developed and terrified at
the thought that so much hideous and bad music may be put on record forever.

~ Arthur Sullivan, co-author with William Gilbert of The Pirates of
Penzance, upon witnessing Edison' talking machine in 1888


